SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
HELP DESK

dsghelpdesk.unescap.org
What is the SDG Help Desk?

**One-stop online platform** – A gateway to SDG data portals, knowledge and analytical products, advice and opportunities for peer-learning and regional South-South cooperation, and toolboxes

**Service lines** giving easy access to users and immediately directing them to what they are searching for: Knowledge Hubs, Data Portals, Technical Assistance, Community of Practice, and Toolboxes

**Search engine** harvesting information from various sources and providing information more effectively and accurately

**Knowledge Repositories** where multiple knowledge products and databases are located to give users more direct access

Linking platforms and collaborating through **partnerships** with UN organizations, research institutions and think-tanks in the region and beyond
**FUNCTIONALITIES AND STRUCTURE**

**KNOWLEDGE HUB**

Browse thematic areas, access interactive e-learning courses, and search the e-library for publications, articles, case studies, and more.

- **E-LIBRARY**
- **E-LEARNING**
- **THEMATIC AREAS**
- **LEARNING VIDEOS**

**DATA PORTALS**

Stay updated by browsing, tabulating, comparing and downloading data through a variety of statistical data portals.
FUNCTIONALITIES AND STRUCTURE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Request expert advisory services, discover best practices, browse research and training institutes and more.

COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
Join an online community of experts engaged in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda through online forums and webinars.
Experience a customized search engine for SDG resources for quicker and more efficient access to information.

Keep up to date with activities and engagement opportunities organized by SDG partners.

Browse through toolboxes, providing access to models, methodologies, and guidance to support policy makers in the implementation of the SDGs.
BECOME A PARTNER OR CONTRIBUTE

THEMATIC AREAS
Title of thematic area + image (1000x500 px)
Background + image (1000x420 px)
Overview + image (1000x420 px)
Tools and Methodologies + image (1000x420 px)
Fact Sheets (if available)
Case Studies (if available)
Scoping Studies (if available)

E-LEARNING
Course title
Image (1500x600 px)
Description
Link to enroll
Video trailer, brochure, etc. (optional)
Category (by SDGs)

E-LIBRARY
Document title
Description
Image (350x500 px)
PDF document
Focus SDGs

LEARNING VIDEOS
Title
Image (500x300 px)
Organization
Date
Description
Focus SDGs

DATA PORTALS
Title
Description
URL
Image (340x265 px)
BECOME A PARTNER OR CONTRIBUTE

BEST PRACTICES
Title
Country
Region
PDF document
Focus SDGs

RESEARCH AND TRAINING INSTITUTES
Title of organization
Logo (300x200 px)
Description
Field of work (by SDGs)
Country
Website
Contact details

EXPERTS
To be a part of our poll of experts, send an e-mail expressing interest to the following address:
escap-sdghelpdesk@un.org

TOOLBOXES
Title
Description
URL
Image (340x265 px)
Become a partner or contribute

**WEBINARS**

- Title
- Image (480x316 px)
- Organization
- Date
- Description
- Focus SDGs

**STORY TELLING**

- Title
- Image (800x300 px)
- Organization
- Date
- Body
- Focus SDGs

Become a member of our expert community, sharing your opinions on SDG-related topics through our discussion forum platform:

sdg-help-desk-community-of-practice.mn.com

**DISCUSSION FORUMS**

- Title
- Image (800x300 px)
- Organization
- Date
- Description
- Focus SDGs

**MEDIA CENTRE**

- Title
- Image (800x300 px)
- Organization
- Date
- Description
- Focus SDGs

**EVENTS**

- Title
- Image (1500x600 px)
- Date, date range, and/or time
- Description
- Web links (if applicable)